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I have often wondered what they feed thoroughbred race horses with. I bet it isn't carrot tops and potato peelings,
that's for sure. Nor would I image they fuel Formula 1 racing cars with petrol from the local supermarket either. The
same goes for Hi-Fi systems; feed them on a poor mains supply and they are not going to run at their optimum
performance.
What does a “mains conditioner” do then? In simple terms it gives the electricity supply a jolly good tidy and smarten
up, taking out surges, spikes and fluctuations, removing noise and induced radio frequencies, neutralising them so they
don't enter your Hi-Fi components. “I don't have any of that” some may say, but you would be truly shocked just how
much the electricity supply various in voltage and sometimes frequency too, plus these days the National Grid is being
used for digital data transfer, not forgetting either that many home broadband systems operate via the mains in the
house wiring, not confined either solely to the house itself that has it installed, because some will leak back into the
supply lines. Thermostats and motors found in fridges, washing machines and central heating controls are notorious
for causing unwanted clicks and whirring which can be clearly audible through a Hi-Fi system. If you live near an
industrial estate or a farm you might get all sorts of nasty artefacts reflected back into the mains supply. Add to that
some DC offset where direct current voltages appear within the AC waveform, imbalances where either the positive or
negative cycles are curtailed (this happened in my previous house) and as you can see, a mains conditioner clearly has
it's work cut out standing sentinel over what can be transported inwards via the mains supply. Therefore I don't regard
a mains conditioner as an accessory or a luxury, I regard it as essential and hence have had one in my own system for a
number of years and wouldn't be without one now.
However, I have also heard some mains conditioners in the past that managed to squeeze the life out of the music and
suppress dynamics to a marked degree, so I will be paying particular attention towards that trait during the evaluation.

Construction
Built into a substantial case, this is a solid piece of engineering. Measuring 444x85x305mm and weighing in at 9kg it is
the right size to slot into a standard sized rack. When powered it has just two small faint blue LEDs in the central
backlit panel which are not distracting, so it's rather nice having a power indicator lamp telling you it's switched on,
rather than TELLING you it's switched on with a glaring light – a nice touch. The power switch and safety cutout is
underneath the chassis just off centre to the front right. It is a bit of a fumble getting your fingers in beneath the case
to locate the switch, but given that the unit should be permanently powered up then it isn't such a major issue for the
rare times you may need to reach underneath for it.
On the rear of the unit is six 3 pin UK mains sockets, two of which are deemed high power outlets for use with
components such as amplifiers and power amplifiers that can deliver 3,680 watts continuously per socket and the
remaining four are for lower current draw units like CD players, DACs and phono stages, etc., able to supply 1,150

watts continuously per socket.

The sockets are of good quality and grip the plugs well. IsoTek say that each individual socket is monitored for power
consumption and are isolated from each other so a heavy current demand on one socket will not detriment the others.
Power inlet is by a 3 pole 20 amp C-19 IEC connector. IsoTek thoughtfully provide a power cable suitable for the role
with the Aquarius and it isn't just any old power cable of indeterminate or generic parentage plonked into the box, it is
one of their own products, namely an Evo 3 Premier. As it is included as part of the Aquarius package I will give a brief
description of it here and Hifi Pig's own Jerry did in fact carry out a brief review of this cable back in December of 2013.
The Evo 3 Premier is only supplied as a 1.5 metre length, which should be more than adequate to fit the majority of
installations. Conductor material is 40 strands of 99.9999% OFC silver-plated conductors with Teflon (FEP) dielectric
with a 2mm2 diameter. Connectors are custom made 24 carat gold plated and to IsoTek's own design, which is a
refreshing change from the norm.
Retail price of the IsoTek Aquarius Evo3 as detailed here is circa £1,495.00.

Sound Quality
Or rather, how it doesn't sound. The sound quality heard through my Hi-Fi system wasn't directly attributable to the
IsoTek Aquarius itself, more the profound effect it had on the performance of the other components attached to it and
allowing them to work unhindered by mains borne pollution. Because of that the “Sound Quality” rating I have given
at the end of the review is only a notional figure, as it should be by rights much higher if it was a standalone sound
producing component, as opposed to affecting other components in the chain as mains conditioners are wont to do.
Even so, it is still given a 9.1 out of 10 rating, a more than respectable scoring nonetheless, given the context of it's
function.
The Aquarius was tried with 3 different amplifiers; a valve amplifier, an all digital amplifier and a conventional
transistor output amplifier, plus two CD players too, so all of them benefited immensely from the cleaned up mains
supply it provided, so practically any device should derive gains from using the conditioner in the system.
Background became totally silent, with not even the tiniest amount of hiss when the amplifier's volume was cranked
up to maximum, whereas it was there before the Aquarius was introduced. I heard no hums or buzzes either.
Of course, part of my brief was to analyse whether or not the Aquarius was compressing any of the dynamics and I
would be paying particularly close attention to that, given my previous experience with other mains conditioners.
Pleased to report that I couldn't detect any compression effects at all, in fact the system was even more dynamic than
hitherto without the Aquarius being installed and never once felt that it was running out of available power at any
time.

The sound just opened up and flowed with absolute ease from the speakers, fine details had acquired a polished
refinement, presented in an endless stream of new found details, so it was no effort at all to hear all of the tiny
nuances in the recording without having to strain to hear them. Bass too acquired a palpable firmness and solidity
without any trace of boom or overhang at all. Drums and bass were immense in scale yet under perfect control at all
times. Of particular note however was the sound stage and imaging which really was holographic in every sense of the
word and it was effortless in placing musicians and instruments into fixed points in space with an ethereal quality to
them, being surrounded and enveloped by an inky blackness. In short, I believe the IsoTek Aquarius simply unshackled
my system and let it do what it does best, with the benefit of having what the Aquarius doing what it does best,
forming a perfect symbiotic partnership.

Conclusion
So, would you feed that thoroughbred race horse with carrot tops and potato peelings? Would you fill up a Formula 1
car with supermarket petrol? No you wouldn't answer 'yes' to either of those questions and the same goes too for
your Hi-Fi system with the mains quality you feed it.
I will say it again so there is no doubt, I believe a mains conditioner is an essential component and provided the
conditioner you choose doesn't compress or curtail the dynamics and lets the music flow out your system without any
hiss, hash, mush, or extraneous noise in effortless and untroubled ease, then the outlay is worthwhile in sound quality
gains. On that basis, the IsoTek Aquarius Evo3 easily meets all of those important performance criteria and I am
convinced that IsoTek have also sprinkled some “Ingredient X” in there as well, because it performed for me way better
than I had expected it to, comfortably beating my long term resident mains conditioner with ease and then some.
Therefore I give the IsoTek Aquarius Evo3 mains conditioner an unequivocal recommendation and my Hifi Insights
Platinum Award.
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